illness. After a medical rating concerning the manic or depressive severity the following materials were used:

1) Personal interview
2) BDI-Becks Depression Inventory (1961)
3) Kurzfragebogen zur sozialen Erwünschtheit (Stöber, 1999 oder 2001?)
4) FbK-Fragebogen zur Beurteilung des eigenen Körpers (Strauß und Richter-Appelt, 1996)
5) TSST-Tübinger Skalen zur Sexualtherapie (Zimmer, 1989)
6) ZIP-Zufriedenheit in der Partnerschaft (Hassebrauck, 1991)

Results: The following aspects have been examined:
1) Sexual satisfaction in general
2) Frequency of serious relationships
3) Partnership problems while steady relationships
4) Body perception

Conclusions: As the findings of our study are not completed yet, we just can report on the tendency of lower sexual and partnership satisfaction in patients with bipolar affective disorder in comparison to our population without mental diseases. We expect the definite results within the next weeks and are looking forward to present them at the congress.
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50 Nutrition habits and symptoms of eating disorders
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Introduction/Objectives: Eating disorder becomes a problem in the moment when the changes in the way of food consumption are changing the quality of life, infringing physical health, being denoted by the severe disturbances in the feeding habits and behavior.

Participants, Materials/Methods: In the population of secondary school students, 610 students, homogenous by number, sex and age, have been chosen by the method of systematic sampling. The study is prospective, control, clinical-epidemiological, descriptive and analytic. The applied instruments are Eating Attitudes Test and Eating Disorders Inventory by Garner. The respondents who have the score of 20 or higher on the EAT-26 are the experimental group, and control group is consisted of adolescents who did not show high scores on these scales. What are being compared between the groups are the scores of the Eating Disorders Inventory by Garner and EAT-26 scales.

Results: There were 360 (59%) females and 250 males (41%). 56 (9.2%) had a high score on the EAT-26, Šalić S. (2005) found 10.3% of respondents with a high sum on the EAT-26. 67.9% of respondents who are in the group of critical score on the EAT-26 (x² = 8.049, P = 0005) show a desire for slenderness. Dissatisfaction with their own body shows 91.1% (x² = 5.638, P = 0018). Atti and Brooks-Gun, (1989) reported that the dissatisfaction with the body and desire for slenderness are an important clinical entity even in the absence of diagnosed eating disorders. 53.6% from the experimental group show an interceptive awareness (x² = 24.207, P = 0000). There is a lack of interceptive awareness substantially in patients with eating disorders (Bruch, 1962). The inability to accurately recognize, define and respond to different emotional states is

the essence of anorexia nervosa (Bruch, 1978). 42.9% (x² = 11.602, P = 0001) have an expressed perfectionism. Anorexia and bulimia have a high level of perfectionism (Goldner et al., 2002) 14, and many studies show that different subtypes of eating disorders have the same level of perfectionism (Garner et al., 1983).

Conclusions: Changes in the attitudes and nutrition habits are also followed by certain changes in body perception and mood, which is reflected in the development of clinical forms of eating disorders that often remain unrecognized.
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Introduction/Objectives: In patients with chronic posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) depression and anxiety are important psychological features that influence their behavior in every day life. Co-morbid chronic pain may have an additional impact both on their emotional status and cognitive performance. In this study the authors analyzed the interrelationships between depression, quality of life and cognitive processing in patients with combat-related PTSD and chronic pain.

Participants, Materials/Methods: The subjects were 184 war veterans who had been treated at the Clinic for Psychological Medicine in Zagreb for PTSD and chronic pain. All patients were analyzed according to their medical records, interviews and self reported questionnaires for PTSD (Mississippi Scale for combat-related PTSD, Beck Depression Inventory, WHOQOL-Bref, SCL-90) and pain (McGill Pain questionnaire, Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)). A selected group of 18 patients were evaluated for cognitive processing by event-related evoked potentials.

Results: Severe symptoms of chronic PTSD were found in 110 patients. Anxiety and depression were highly correlated to pain. ERPs showed significant prolongation of P 300 latency suggesting the slowing of cognitive processing. Patients with chronic PTSD had significantly higher total pain scores as well as affective and sensory pain components compared to the patients without PTSD. We found statistically significant positive correlation between PTSD symptoms and pain intensity that influence everyday activities like walking, personal hygiene and independent dressing.

Conclusions: The presence of PTSD symptoms, depression and anxiety in combination with chronic pain predicted lower QoL for war veterans. Multidisciplinary approach is needed for the treatment of those patients.
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Introduction/Objectives: Individuals suffering from personality disorders are more and more frequently encountered in the course of forensic psychiatric treatment. It is important to recognize, define and respond to different emotional states
psychiatric practice today. Antisocial personality disordered individuals are usually in conflict with the law and as such are an issue of practice dealt by forensic psychiatry. Their model of behavior and functioning usually becomes their lifestyle. Distinguishing early or prodormal signs of impulsiveness and deviant behavior is crucial in prevention of crime as that is a combination of signs which usually leads to the worst possible prognostic outcome: a permanent psychological structured predisposition towards committing crime – antisocial personality disorder, criminal psychopathy respectively. The terminology varied, depending on the professional orientation and time (psychopath, sociopath) but since the admittance of antisocial behavior in clinical psychology and psychiatry as a distinct entity, the criminals were suddenly gone; they’ve all seem to be viewed as ill. Are they all really mentally disturbed or, are there some criminals who are “mentally” normal individuals?

Participants, Materials/Methods: Although the criteria of the disorder are defined by the classifications, the psychodiagnostic tools used in practice can successfully detect the disorder itself but without distinguishing its’ subtypes, meaning, a thorough and detailed anamnesis and experience are essential in attempting to set an adequate diagnosis. Diagnostics has its’ own value within the forensic assessment but sometimes, it can be misleading for its assessor. A personality profile and a mental status assessment within the time frame of the actual felony, is a basis of an adequate assessment and diagnostics. Being mentally disturbed or entirely normal; therapy or sanction – the differences are enormous.

Results: A case report from forensic practice: a man charged with numerous acts of heavy theft, was assessed in a combined manner (psychiatric–psychological) in separate court cases. The expertise is mainly based on the diagnosis of anxiety disorders, a chronic condition may also lead to psycho-somatic disturbances and, frequently, to psychotic reactions. Changes within the mouth which are somatically not defined, in particular stomatopyrosis and stomatodynia, are sometimes a manifestation of a chronic PTSD (with 8%). Addiction, as comorbidity, is also common. A long-term PTSD may severely damage the patient’s ego, which results in personality change, with a dominant feature of maladaptation syndrome. Secondary gain is a pretty common symptom and should not be considered as an aggravation.
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Introduction/Objectives: Anxiety in pregnancy and postpartum is a widespread symptom in women with and without prior mental disorder, nevertheless it has received – in contrast to depression – less attention in the literature. There are a few studies which give evidence that anxiety in pregnancy could be a predictor of postpartum depression, while there is contradictory data about the influence on birth and infant outcomes (Austin et al., 2006; Beck, 2001; O’Hara und Swain, 1996; Robertson et al., 2004). Data is mainly based on the diagnosis of anxiety disorders, research on pregnancy related specific anxiety is just in its infancy but could already give indication of possibly stronger influences on peri- and postnatal outcomes (Huijzink et al., 2004). There is evidence that the comorbidity of bipolar disorder and anxiety leads to a worse course and increase of severity of illness. There is – to our knowledge – no data regarding the special topic of anxiety in pregnancy and postpartum in patients with bipolar affective disorder.

Participants, Materials/Methods: As a part of a study on women with bipolar affective disorder – retrospectively interviewed about pregnancy, birth and postpartum – and mothers without severe diseases, general and pregnancy specific anxiety is evaluated. Based on the existing literature we have summarized the most important topics of pregnancy and postpartal anxiety in a personal interview, in addition the STAI (Laux et al.1981) is used for evaluating trait anxiety.

Results: Main questions are influences of pregnancy specific and general anxiety on postpartum depression in women with bipolar disorder and without mental diseases. In addition correlations between pregnancy specific and diagnosis of anxiety in general as well as the influence of birth on the course of anxiety disorders are evaluated.
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